Class R Weekly Learning Plan
1st June 2020
Hello again everyone. I really hope you has a nice rest over the half term. This week I will
be introducing a brand new topic.…… ‘All about minibeasts.’
This will include stories and puppet shows, outdoor learning , non-fiction research and
writing and lots of little bug arts and crafts work.
Below is a brief outline of the weekly activities. Full details of daily lesson and suggested
activities will appear on Tapestry by 8am daily. I can be contacted via this app and will
respond to any questions and comments.

Monday

Reading/ writing/ phonics
Recap all the tricky words and
Phase 3 trigraphs and digraphs

Maths
Addition and
subtraction
problems

Topic
Introduction
to new
topic

Counting in 2s and
10s

Minibeast
topic work

Counting in 2s and
10s and writing
numbers

RE lesson A gift for a
friend

Counting and
writing Numbers in
2s and 10s
Addition and
subtraction
problems

Minibeast
topic work

Reading captions

Tuesday

Reading captions
Handwriting practise
New digraph ie

Wednesday

New story - Hungry Caterpillar
Tricky words - Days of the
week
New digraph ie

Thursday

Continued Story - Hungry
Caterpillar
Split digraph i…e

Friday

Reading games
Tricky words
Handwriting practise
Writing story captions

Minibeast
Topic work

Suggested Daily Fitness activities include:
Talk to your child about setting a PE challenge for this week. Ask them if there is something that they
would like to learn to do or get better at doing this week. It could be one of the following, depending
on what equipment and space you have at home:











Riding bike without stabilisers
Skipping with a skipping rope
Hula hooping for a certain amount of time (1 minute?)
Handstand/cartwheel/headstand (if you feel confident supporting them with this)
Throwing and catching a ball in the air/one handed/left handed/right handed
Balancing on one leg
Balancing something on their head for a certain amount of time (1 minute?)
Balancing a ball on a tennis racket for a certain amount of time/while walking/running/hopping?
A certain amount of actions within a time limit, eg: 30 star jumps in a minute
Hitting a ball with a bat confidently

I am sure that through discussion with your child they will be able to think of further ideas and you
may have suggestions of your own! They may want to practise the same skill or a different skill each
day. Explain that repetition is the key so try, try and try again. This will test their resilience, can they
set themselves a target to work towards and not give up if it becomes difficult?
It is a good idea to set a time to reach each day, or a number of reps, for example 5 seconds the first
day and see how they get on, increase the time or number of reps as their confidence grows. You
could ask them to design a little chart to complete each day (incorporating numeracy and writing
skills too!) that looks something like this…
Day
Monday
Tuesday

Activity
Hula hoop
Hula hoop

Time
5 seconds
8 seconds

